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Our methodology is continually evolving. As a Pulse O2DA customer we share 
the development of new content with you as we create it, in real time, in our own 
voice. We don’t employ copywriters, editors or PR specialists. Which means you 
get to see the unvarnished process.

From time to time spelling and grammar may not quite measure up to the Queen’s 
English. We’d rather get the new stuff out, unfiltered and unprocessed, so you 
can begin working with it.

Therefore we’d like to beg your forgiveness for any spelling, grammar or format-
ting issues in advance.

If you are an english major and you just can’t get over it, feel free to make notes 
and send them to us, we will make the corrections to the documents as we get 
around to them.

Thanks,

Silent Bob and The Strategist
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This white paper is not intended to give legal advice for carrying concealed. Just as there are a 
great deal of variance in the firearms laws between states, there are variances in counties within 
those states, as well as variances in each city. With this in mind we encourage you to become 
intimately familiar with firearm law as it applies to the jurisdiction in which you reside and carry 
in. This white paper is, taken from the Warriors and Capitalists blog, which is the official  blog of 
PulseO2DA Firearms Training Inc.

The Times, They are a Changin’

As additional states (thankfully) adopt more civil firearms laws such as Constitutional 
Carry or Shall Issue legislation, I thought I would share with you some thoughts and ad-
vice about carrying concealed that I have found quite helpful over the years.

While this isn’t meant to be a complete or exhaustive guide, it should get you moving in 
the right direction, and - as always - we welcome your thoughtful input in our blog, or  
via email. Improvements  are always welcome and will be added to updates of this white 
paper as they come in.

Ralph Waldo Emerson once pointed out, “As to methods, there may be a million and 
then some, but principles are few. The man who grasps principles can successfully se-
lect his own methods.”

I couldn’t agree more, so let’s begin with some simple Principles of Effective Conceal-
ment.

Four Principles for Effective Concealment

To achieve the goal of total concealment, it would be helpful if your chosen equipment 
would meet the following four main criteria:

i) Use clothing and equipment that is comfortable enough to wear all the time
a) If what you are using is  so uncomfortable that you either wear it less, or 

gradually quit carrying altogether, you have defeated your primary purpose in 
carrying - That being said, don’t expect to begin carrying without a certain de-
gree of initial discomfort, as  it takes time to adjust your body to carrying a 
firearm.

ii) Your selection in clothing and equipment should effectively conceal your firearm
a) Because people can (and have) learned to see the tells  (subconscious fidget-

ing and adjustments  of clothing or equipment) of concealed cary, your choice 
in clothing and equipment must leave no doubt as to it’s  ability to effectively 
keep your firearm concealed. If you are continuously fidgeting to check your-
self for proper carry, your clothing and equipment is not meeting this principle, 
so for your own sake, find the appropriate clothing and equipment that will 
give you confidence in your ability to effectively carry concealed.

iii) Equipment should be simple and practical enough to help you fight effectively
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a) This  means that your equipment needs to retain your firearm during jostling, 
yet be easily accessible when you need it.

iv) Like anything else in life, in order to get better, you need to practice properly
i) Once you make the decision to carry, and have obtained your license, find a 

range where they will allow you to practice concealed. Then practice under 
the same conditions you would normally find yourself in.

ii) While I fully advocate a citizens rights to carry, I would encourage you to at-
tend training beyond your states minimum required training to obtain your li-
cense. Whether this training is with us or not, get the best you can afford, be-
cause it is the single most important thing you can do for yourself and loved 
ones once you have made the choice to carry concealed.

The Definition

Let’s begin with a definition - The dictionary defines  conceal as • to keep from sight; 
hide: • keep (something) secret; prevent from being known or noticed.

To refine this definition to better meet our needs  as concealed carriers, I would point to-
wards two key concepts: i) keeping your firearm hidden and secret until, ii) you make 
the decision that the benefits of having the gun in your hands outweighs  the benefits 
having it concealed.

Reason for Concealment (the Why)

Because of the hoplophobia displayed by much of society today, it would be a bit of an 
understatement to say that carrying open would make most people uncomfortable... es-
pecially those who have been brought up in areas where a citizens rights have been 
denied and open cary is an unusual sight.

Because of these facts, and because we are civilized and rational men, it behooves us 
to modify our behavior to the extent that such modifications don’t place us or our loved 
ones in greater jeopardy. Carrying concealed is certainly a very viable option. And, to be 
perfectly frank, it's an option I would want even if one could carry open legally.

Therefore proper concealment allows us to fulfill our responsibility to ourselves, our fam-
ily, as well as society, all the while gaining us the advantage of convenience in carry as 
well as the all important tactical advantage of surprise.

For instance, with a long gun of any kind, eating dinner at a restaurant is  made much 
more inconvenient (storage vs. accessibility) and doing so would certainly be conspicu-
ous.
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However, by carrying concealed, weapons retention while eating or moving is not a 
problem at all.

Also, by easily blending in with society, concealed carry gives us the element of surprise 
when we need it the most, while at the same time giving the bad guys a lot more poten-
tial threats to worry about.

Thus, carrying a handgun concealed lends itself much more readily to being practically 
armed with minimum inconvenience and fuss to all concerned parties (except for the 
bad guys of course).

Visual Concealment

One of the ways that we achieve concealment is through the wearing of appropriate 
equipment and clothing. Appropriate equipment and clothing will give you the confi-
dence to carry concealed without the worry of unintentionally showing your firearm.

Most often, this unintentionally show of firearms is  caused by wearing inappropriate 
clothing or equipment which allows an outline or bulge in clothing while attempting  to 
carry concealed, this is what is termed as “printing.”

Often printing is a product of improper holster placement, a stock that is too long, or an 
extended magazine which in effect, lengthens the profile of the stock under the con-
cealment clothing.

Another way you could show your firearm is an unintentional uncovering or exposing it. 
This  could happen when you stretch or bend over and your clothing exposes the fire-
arm.

While this unintentional showing of the firearm is something we need guard against, it is 
not what is termed as “brandishing” a weapon. Brandishing would be when someone 
either opens their concealment garment on purpose or otherwise shows their firearm to 
another person with the intent to threaten or intimidate.

While an accidental exposure of your firearm is both tactically unsound as  well as a po-
tentially embarrassing faux pas, it is not necessary illegal (unless  of course you are car-
rying illegally), however; brandishing a weapon is illegal, and shows both a lack of tacti-
cal soundness while also demonstrating poor judgment.

While holster placement is a personal preference, I personally recommend keeping eve-
rything from just behind the point of the hips, at about the 5 or 7 o’clock position (avoid-
ing getting your handgun or magazines on or too near the spine).

By keeping the handgun in this position, it becomes near invisible when viewed from the 
front, even if a breeze should blow open your cover garment.
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Remember: if you are showing or printing, you are losing the benefit of true conceal-
ment and giving up your advantage of surprise.

Does this mean that you can’t wear your handgun near the front?

No, it doesn’t, provided that doing so doesn’t impede your movement or inadvertently 
expose your firearm should your cover garment flap open.

I have seen people draw quite effectively from such a forward carry... Just ensure that 
before you carry towards the front, you do plenty of bending and squatting to ensure 
you aren't restricting your full range of motion, and that it fit’s your lifestyle.

You are an adult, so you figure out what will work be best for your lifestyle and start 
working it.

Complete Concealment

While being visually concealed is good and important, I believe that an even better pol-
icy to adopt when carrying concealed is keeping the fact that you are carrying con-
cealed a complete secret.

What I am getting at here is - don’t even talk about it. Not even to your friends.
Concealed carrying is for your benefit, for your safety, and the safety of those around 
you.

Once you start telling people that you carry concealed, you may as well carry in the 
open. So even if you are considering carrying concealed, or you are about to commit to 
carrying concealed, don’t be a “chatty Cathy” and begin telling everyone about it.

If your friend asks you if you have started to carry, you can simply smile and say some-
thing like “Well Joe, if I told you whether or not I carried concealed, it would defeat the 
purpose of carrying concealed now wouldn’t it?”

Along these same lines, be cautious of those seemingly unintentional bumps from peo-
ple which may indicate someone is trying to gather information.

Am I being paranoid? Not at all, as I learned this trick from undercover police officer 
who use a casual brushing glance of the hand/arm/hip to test for concealed carry if he 
had a suspicion of someone carrying. If the police do this, one can safely assume a 
criminal who’s life may depend on your carrying will be equally clever.

I am not saying that you need to over-react here, just be aware.
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Which Holster May be Right for You?

I assure you that I am not trying to be evasive when I tell you that you will be the best at 
judging which holster is ideal for your lifestyle.

While I can’t tell you (nor should anyone else) what you should purchase, I can give you 
some basic ideas behind what may help you to shape a more appropriate decision.

First, I would recommend that once you figure out your needs, you commit yourself to 
purchasing the best holster you can afford.

Unfortunately the holster is sometimes a distant second thought after the purchase of 
the handgun and ammunition, and it shouldn’t be.

I personally would rather have a generic handgun with generic (yet dependable) ammu-
nition with a quality holster, than having a top of the line custom made handgun, with the 
most recently lauded ammunition, and a poor holster.

While expensive holsters do not necessary equal quality, often the very cheap means... 
well, exactly that.

Remember - a quality holster can save your life and spare you countless hours of frus-
tration due to improper practice that you will be forced to deal with if you select a poorly 
made/designed holster. So it is in your best interest to purchase a quality holster that 
will fit your lifestyle and be an item that you can rely on for years to come.

Next, consider what it is that you do on a daily basis.

Do you do a lot of walking and standing around? If so, then you may want to consider 
carrying your firearm concealed around your waist.

If however, you find yourself sitting in a chair or vehicle most of the time, you may find 
that reaching your firearm in a timely manner becomes substantially more difficult (nigh 
impossible) when it is concealed around your waist, hidden by a sports coat, and 
trapped by a seat-belt (especially when it’s carried behind the point of the hip).

Therefore if you do a lot of sitting or driving, you may choose to opt for under the arm 
type holster under a jacket or vest.

I know that under the arm types of holsters have received quite a bit of scorn in the 
past. However, people can be safely trained to use their firearms in this  carry, so unless 
someone can present a legitimate argument (based on reason and facts), I see no 
cause to avoid them if they give you a practical advantage in your situation.

If you wear relatively loose fitting shirts, a holster that is worn outside of your waistband 
may be fine.
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If on the other hand, you normally wear more form fitting shirts, you may want to con-
sider an inside the waistband or “IWB” holsters, which tend to help conceal better be-
cause they are shaped to keep the handgun closer to the body.

Are the plastic type (Kydex) holsters better than leather?

Well, that mainly depends on your working environment, and to be quite honest, is  sim-
ply a matter of personal preference.

Most plastic type holsters hold up better when repeatedly exposed to sweat and water.  
Also many leather holsters will collapse when worn IWB, especially once they become 
wet.

However, leather is usually more comfortable because it is very flexible. Some holsters 
are simply more visually appealing than others. Visual appeal (in my opinion) should be 
your last consideration, but nonetheless visual appeal (CDI) does become a factor in 
the decision making process. I am not going to knock it,  go ahead and get what works 
and looks good too.

I have a good friend and fellow instructor that manufactures some of the most practical 
yet visual appealing leather holsters  I have ever seen, and I admire their functionality, 
durability, comfort, and beauty... Yet I stick with the Kydex type because of my work en-
vironment (hot and sweaty) is not leather friendly. Might I some day switch to leather? 
Sure, if the situation permits.

Companies like Raven Concealment Systems and Kaluban Cloak, specialize in the 
types of holsters which do meet the above stated criteria, as the are moulded to fit 
closer to the body.

An additional benefit that I have found with these types of holsters is that they are easy 
to modify from an inside the waistband holster (generally better for concealed carry or 
low-pro work with light body armor) to an outside the waistband holster (better for heav-
ier body armor), in a matter of minutes with simple tools like a phillips-head screwdriver.

Are Raven and Kaluban the only holsters on the market that you should consider?

No, certainly not, as I carried other holsters over the years that have served me well. 
However, the purpose of this  white paper is not to compare the virtues of the various 
holsters and their manufacturers out there, but to give you some basic ideas of what 
you should be looking for as a general fit for you and your lifestyle.

You may find that a man-purse (Maxpedition type of bags comes to mind here) may suit 
your lifestyle best.

If you are a woman you may find that a concealment purse is the ideal solution. As there 
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are plenty of concealment purses manufactured today that are both practical as well as 
fashionable, and a good concealment purse will allow you to save the expense of modi-
fying your wardrobe (you can thank me later... I like dark, double or triple bock beer).

One of the many wonderful things that the capitalist system provides is both variety and 
great customer service (especially once the kinks have been worked out of a startup 
company).

This  certainly holds  true to for the manufacturers of holsters, as  I have worked rather 
extensively with more than a few holster manufacturers to custom order as well as mod-
ify currently manufactured equipment to better meet my needs (I am sure that a con-
cealed purse manufacturer would work with you as well).

Raven Concealment will even make great Kydex inserts  for your Maxpedition bags, and 
I am sure most other manufacturers who are firmly up and running (or just want a chal-
lenge) will do the same if asked.

Feel free to use the comment section on this blog post to keep us  up to date with who is 
or who is not capable of working with you, we will pass the information on.

What the company can’t do at their facility - well, there is always the option of personal 
modifications once the product arrives at your home.

As long as you don’t defeat any of the built in safety features, you should be good to go. 
If you have any doubts about whether or not your modifications will negatively effect the 
safety features of your holster, either leave the product alone or contact the manufac-
turer for their expert advice and opinions. You may even be giving them a great idea for 
future models.

Finally, if you end up with a holster you don’t like or you find is not ideal as your were 
lead to believe it would be, it’s  okay. You can always purchase a better one and sell the 
old one on eBay. The bottom line is; don’t be afraid to change out holsters and begin 
practicing with your new holster immediately... your life may very well depend on it.

Factors in Handgun Selection
Selecting a firearm could be it’s  own large blog post... heck, it could be a series. Fortu-
nately, there are already numerous good articles out there on this topic. Yet, since I 
have cracked open the door with my previous comments on holster selection, I should 
at least touch on handgun selection as it relates to practical concealed carry.

I would like to point out here that I am not professing to know your situation, and what 
will ultimately work best for you. Again, I am simply asking you to consider the Principles 
for Effective Concealment (see above).

With the above in mind, I would offer the following ideas:
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Size; it does matter. Both in the caliber you are going to be shooting, as well as the size 
of the frame you will be trying to conceal with your clothing and equipment. If you are 
larger in stature, you do have more options, if you are smaller/slimmer you will have 
some limitations on the size of frame you will be able to hide. If you choose to large of a 
size, you won’t be able to effectively conceal it. Too small and we will run into the prob-
lem below...
Ergonomics; the handgun you are looking for needs to be large enough to fit your 
hands well enough to allow for manipulation without having the firearm pinching your 
hands when you load or perform various reloads.
Weight; While a few oz. here and there doesn’t seem like much, after 12 or more hours 
you will feel it. Can you learn to deal with it? Certainly. However, if it causes you to wear 
your firearm less... well, you know where that goes.
Safety features; How to say this tactfully... are overrated. You - the end user - are the 
one safety feature that must be in place. So if you have poor safety habits, the number 
of safeties on a firearm make no difference, you will still be a danger to both yourself 
and everyone around you. Conversely, if your safety habits are well ingrained, you can 
confidently carry any unmodified handgun safely.
Revolver or Semi-auto; Completely a matter of personal preference and how much 
you are willing to put into your training. Either type of firearm will do if you will.

If you feel you need more information on firearms selection, just do a quick search on 
Google and go to it.

If you have never shot before (or shot very little), I would recommend that once you 
have narrowed your potential candidates  down, you schedule a half day at a local gun-
shop that has an indoor range where you can both manipulate and test-fire different 
handguns under basic supervision. In your manipulations you are checking to see if 
they meet the above requirements (not pinching your hands on loads/reloads).

I would also recommend that you shoot the heaviest caliber you can shoot comfortably. 
Comfort is a concern, because if the caliber is too big and scares  you too much to 
shoot, you will shoot less, and that’s  not our goal as it’s  not conducive to wining a fight 
for life.

Also keep in mind that if you receive proper training on a good combative fighting grip, 
you will be able to manage greater recoil than you may currently believe yourself capa-
ble of, so don’t necessarily turn down something that seems barely manageable, be-
cause with the correct grip, barely manageable becomes manageable.

Many shops have this type of service available, and you should take full advantage of it.

Finally, don’t let someone sell you anything you don’t need or that is  not right for you. I 
believe in haggling and pressing for a fair trade. If you are talking to a supposed expert 
and he seems to know what is best for you, simply be honest and say something like 
“Gosh, that sounds dandy, and you sound very knowledgeable. Seeing as  I have so lit-
tle experience in this, and you are so sure that this will be the fix I need... are you willing 
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to give me 100% the purchasing price of this handgun towards another should your ad-
vice end up being less than perfect for me and this one doesn’t work out?”

If he balks, continue taking your time in firearm selection.

Retention or Not?

When we talk about retention in holsters, it generally refers  to some type of device on 
the holster that you must first manipulate in order to free the handgun from the holster. 
This  device could be a push button, a snap, or any other device that must first be ma-
nipulated before allowing the handgun to be drawn for use.

As mentioned in the third of the four principles for effective concealment, your equip-
ment should be simple and practical enough to help you fight effectively.

The idea here is  that the holster effectively contains your firearm even through a jostling 
(running, falling, punching, etc.,) yet; allows you to access your firearm in a timely man-
ner.

If you are fiddling with numerous retention devices instead of drawing when you need to 
have the gun out and going to work, you could be in a world of hurt in short order.

Does this mean that your holster should not have any type of retention?

Certainly not. During your course with us you will find that often the most effective draw 
is  to already have the handgun in your hands just before you absolutely need it. Yet in 
those instances when you don’t have that luxury, it’s best that the retention you do have 
is minimal enough to deactivate in short order.

Don’t Change - too Much, too Soon

When it comes to effectively concealing your firearm, it would be ideal if you were able 
to carry with the clothing you normally wear in your daily life.

If, for instance, you normally wear jeans and a polo to work, modern day fashion options 
allow you to adapt to your current clothing style to a concealed carry without a dramatic 
change in your appearance.

Why do we want to avoid any dramatic change in your appearance?

First off, you wear what you wear for a reason; it’s both functional and comfortable, and 
through your life experiences you have found what works best for you on a daily basis.
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Second, a sudden change in clothing suggests a sudden change in lifestyle... which 
again brings up questions in peoples minds, something we are attempting to avoid 
when it comes to true concealed carry.

Make your clothing selection and/or modifications match your needs; if for example, you 
are planning on carrying a holster that you will wear outside of the waistband, you may 
only need to purchase larger shirts in order to accommodate your new concealed carry 
location.
If, on the other hand, you are wearing IWB, you will more than likely need a larger pair 
of trousers to accommodate the additional equipment, and unless you naturally wear 
very form fitting shirts, you may be able to keep most of the shirts in your wardrobe.

My point here is change only what you need to, and then only change one piece at a 
time over weeks, while in keeping with the same style that your friends and co-workers 
are accustom to seeing you in.

So begin by simply experimenting at home with what you already have. The odds are 
that all you will need to do is  purchase one or two sizes larger to effectively conceal 
your equipment. If you find this is  not the case, try a different, closer fitting holster and 
see if it helps. If not, perhaps you purchased a handgun that was too big to conceal ef-
fectively and it’s time to trade up - or down - a size.

This  concept of gradual changing your wardrobe coincides nicely with what we talked 
about under the first principle of effective concealment where we wrote “...don’t expect 
to begin carrying without a certain degree of initial discomfort, as it takes time to adjust 
your body to carrying a firearm.”

This  is especially true for first time carriers, as well as those of us who have carried 
concealed and then taken a break, as we too have the same aches  and pains as the 
first time carrier (we just know what to expect).

I would recommend that you begin “breaking your body in” and changing your wardrobe 
well before you are actually licensed to carry legally.

How? By carrying in your residence to begin with (again, if legal) and increasing the 
time you are carrying as you check the practicality of your wardrobe against your new 
equipment.

WARNING: 1) Ensure you know what you are doing when fitting and dressing yourself. 
If you are the least bit unsure that you can do this  safely, don’t do it, or follow your 
manufacturers instructions on unloading, and then only practice with an unloaded fire-
arm. 2) Ensure that you are disarming yourself BEFORE you leave your home!

Now, I know how ridiculous this sounds to most of us, but if you want to retain the privi-
lege* of carrying concealed it’s best not to tick off the law enforcement in your area by 
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accidentally carrying without a permit, as doing so will most likely land you in the local 
hoosegow, and will certainly limit your ability to carry legally in the future.

Ideally I would recommend that you start this transformation a few months in advance to 
your anticipated concealed carry course, as few people will notice your gradual change 
into looser clothing - one item of clothing at a time - over an extended period of time.

Therefore, by the time you are legally licensed to carry out of your home and in public, 
your transition both physically, psychologically, and visually will be unnoticed by all, as 
your adaptation into the “new you” will have been made complete in the privacy of your 
own home over months, rather than the sudden change made quite publicly overnight.

This  incremental  and barely noticeable change is much more preferable to learning the 
hard way in public with an accidental exposures or fidgeting with your clothing and 
equipment, which clearly marks  you as a concealed carrier, and such a dubious distinc-
tion will stick with you for life, as people that you know will never forget it.

Ideas on Clothing Modification
Much like your holster, a well built and thought-out concealment garment can make the 
difference between life and death, as the last thing you want to be fiddling with in a fight 
for life is a garment that is  not sweeping out of your way easily; interfering with, or oth-
erwise becoming entangled in your grip as you attempt to draw your handgun.

A good concealment garment will give you instant access to your firearm and your 
magazines, thereby shrinking your OODA Loop and giving you one less  thing to worry 
about during the fight.

Let me clearly state that you don’t have to use these modifications. You can be an effec-
tive concealed carrier without them.

So why am I mentioning them? Well, consider them tricks of the trade that my friends 
and I have learned, modified, and adopted over the years. So please feel free to ex-
periment with them and let us  know of any improvements you make. We are sharing 
with you in order to make you better, so when you find something that works better 
please share with us, and we will in turn share them with the community.
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As you can see from the above photo, a properly built garment is easily swept to the 
side out of the shooters way. If properly executed, the swept garment will reach the 
apex (see the arrow in the above photo) of it's swing with enough momentum to provide 
what we refer to as “hang time” (the time from which the garment is swept to the side 
before it falls  down again - potentially interfering with the establishment of a proper 
grip).

A few tips that we have found helpful are:

Have hook and loop (Velcro type) of your garment taking the place of most of the but-
tons on your shirt.

- Make sure the hooks are sewn on the shirt so that they are facing away from your 
body (see below).
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Keep the hook and loop patches large enough to do the job of keeping the garment 
closed in a stiff breeze, yet small enough to prevent excessive holding during the sweep 
of the garment during the draw.

- We have found that about a nickel or quarter size is just about right (dependent upon 
the quality of the hook and loop material). Adjust this to your preference.

Make sure that the buttons  on your shirt are re-sewn onto the outside of the garment 
above the loops giving your shirt the appearance of being a regular shirt (see below 
photo).
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Keep the top button or two in place without hook and loop - to better fit the way you 
would wear your shirts  on a daily basis - and in order to give appearance of a normal 
shirt (see the below photo).

Consider having a small pocket sewn on the inside front, lower portion of the garment. 
Ensure that the pocket has  a hook and loop closure as well (button will work fine), as 
this  is where your cover weight (an item like a small pocket knife or such) will be in-
serted, which will ensure a good swing (and hang time) of the garment when you ag-
gressively sweep the garment to the side (see below photos).

Please don’t think that these modifications are for casual clothing only; as any suit 
jacket can be modified by your tailor with the same goals in mind. 
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When modifying your suit, blazer, or sports  coat, all that is need are replacing the but-
tons you normally would button up with hook and loop (hook facing away), and leave to 
non-buttoning buttons alone.

Finally, ask your taylor about reinforcing the back quarter of your jacket (where you 
carry equipment will rub) with additional lining material in order to help prevent prema-
ture wearing on the actual lining of your jacket, as this  material can easily be replaced 
before wearing through the actual liner of your jacket.

A good looking, inconspicuous, and very functional concealment garment is an easily 
achievable goal. I have had custom suits specially made for concealed carry, as well as 
visited places like the Men’s Warehouse for fast, last moment alterations as needed.

As usual, if you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to ask, and I look forward to 
your comments and feedback.

Until next time, stay frosty.

- “Silent Bob”
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